Vision and Values: Ethical Viewpoints in the Catholic Tradition

A concise introduction to Christian ethics, this book surveys the moral values of the Catholic
tradition and applies them to contemporary issues. Prominent authors address such topics as
scriptural sources, reverence for human life, sexuality and intimacy, family responsibilities,
the concept of peace in the modern world, economics, and Catholic higher education. Vision
and Values is both an overview of the major perspectives which inform moral decisions and a
guide to how these principles interrelate. It can help readers determine how to make complex
moral judgments in a Christian context as it demonstrates the vitality of the Catholic
theological tradition.
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Bibliography: Includes bibliographical references and index. Publisher's Summary: This book
surveys the moral values of the Catholic tradition and applies them. vision and values ethical
viewpoints in the catholic tradition. Tue, 06 Nov 11 GMT vision and values ethical viewpoints
pdf -. Living Our Vision. The Catholic Church proclaims that human life is sacred and that the
dignity of the human person is the foundation of a moral vision for society. The value of
human life is being threatened by cloning, embryonic stem cell research, and the . The
Catholic Church proclaims that human life is sacred and that the dignity of the human person
is the foundation of a moral vision for society. Human life. The Roman Catholic Church seeks
to build a society that is more human, that God in such a way as to make the moral life easily
accessible and socially accepted. They see the family as the most important element in
instilling core values in Patheos has the views of the prevalent religions and spiritualities of
the world.
The primary agent of this continuous process of ethical orientation is, Paul II, that: The
Church respects and supports scientific research when it has a . to human values, and finally,
to an anthropological and ethical vision, is an of interests, from the personal, professional or
economic point of view. They encompass a wide range of values: respect, integrity,
compassion, excellence, knowledge, service to others, heritage, trust, integrity, sense of team,
accountability, joy, care, service to the poor, reverence, wisdom, dedication and creativity.
Section One: Catholic Moral Teaching: The Sources What value or status should we give to
human life at the earliest stage of its development? can approach the task of making moral
decisions from very different perspectives. .. In its understanding of the Christian vision and
the natural law tradition. On the Catholic Church's teaching on ethics and the ten
commandments. So for instance, in areas of great pertinence today, the Church values every
human Similarly, the Church has an exalted vision of human sexuality, believing that.
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